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Abstract
We present a general framework for determining the number
of solutions of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) with a
high precision. Our first strategy uses additional binary variables for the CSP, and applies an XOR or parity constraint
based method introduced previously for Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problems. In the CSP framework, in addition to the
naive individual filtering of XOR constraints used in SAT, we
are able to apply a global domain filtering algorithm by viewing these constraints as a collection of linear equalities over
the field of two elements. Our most promising strategy extends this approach further to larger domains, and applies the
so-called generalized XOR constraints directly to CSP variables. This allows us to reap the benefits of the compact and
structured representation that CSPs offer. We demonstrate
the effectiveness of our counting framework through experimental comparisons with the solution enumeration approach
(which, we believe, is the current best generic solution counting method for CSPs), and with solution counting in the context of SAT and integer programming.

Introduction
In recent years there has been a significant interest in counting the number of solutions to combinatorial problems.
Computationally speaking, counting the number of solutions
is, both in theory and practice, considerably harder than finding a single solution or proving infeasibility. On the other
hand, the ability to count solutions efficiently would open
up a wide range of new applications, in particular those involving probabilistic reasoning. These promising new application areas have lead to a continued interest in the search
for efficient solutions to this challenging problem.
Most of the recent work on counting the number of solutions has focused on propositional formulations of the
problem domains under consideration, and builds upon the
dramatic advances in Boolean satisfiability (SAT) research.
While this is a promising direction, by propositionalizing
domains one potentially loses a significant amount of explicit domain structure. It is therefore natural to consider
more general counting techniques that apply directly to more
structured constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs).
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When looking at the state of the art in counting solutions
for CSPs, brute-force enumeration appears the best available
generic technique. More specialized methods have been
developed for binary CSPs (Angelsmark & Jonsson 2003;
Kask, Dechter, & Gogate 2004), which count blocks of solutions at a time in a manner similar to some of the complete
SAT model counters, such as Relsat (Bayardo Jr. & Pehoushek 2000) and Cachet (Sang et al. 2004).
In this paper, we propose a new generic counting technique for CSPs, building upon on the so-called XOR streamlining technique proposed recently for counting the number
of solutions of SAT instances (Gomes, Sabharwal, & Selman
2006). In this approach, a number of random XOR or parity
constraints are added to the given SAT instance, and then
a state-of-the-art SAT solver is used to check whether the
augmented formula is still satisfiable. Depending on the outcome of this process for a few iterations, one obtains bounds
on the solution count of the original SAT instance, which
hold with provable high-confidence correctness guarantees.
Intuitively, this method exploits the fact that the more solutions the original problem instance has, the more additional
XOR constraints can be added to it before the problem becomes unsatisfiable.
To extend this framework to CSP formulations, we introduce two new approaches. In our first approach, we create a binary variable for each CSP variable-value pair, and
add random XORs on these variables. We study two variations of this strategy: individual XOR filtering, using the
‘watched literals’ idea from SAT solvers, and global filtering. Global filtering is performed using a Gaussian elimination like method, which is particularly well-suited to handle
XOR constraints, and guarantees complete global filtering.
In our second approach, we use a generalized version of
XOR constraints directly on the CSP variables. We define
generalized XORs as the analogue of the standard Boolean
XORs for variables with arbitrary finite domain size. Let
d denote the largest domain size. A generalized XOR constraint on a set of variables is satisfied when the sum modulo d of the values of the variables in the constraint equals
a given “right hand side” value between 0 and d − 1. With
d = 2 this corresponds to the standard Boolean XOR constraint. To handle such constraints effectively, we employ a
complete domain filtering algorithm based on dynamic programming, extending a technique proposed by Trick (2003).

We prove that both these approaches can be used to provide bounds on the solution counts of CSPs with similar
guarantees as standard XORs have been shown to provide
for SAT instances (Gomes, Sabharwal, & Selman 2006).
Our experiments reveal that our XOR framework for CSPs
works quite well. We consider various hard combinatorial
problems, focusing on those that have natural representations as general CSPs or integer programs, though not necessarily a natural propositional SAT formulation. For example, games120 is a challenging counting problem based on
graph coloring. Using an integer programming formulation
translated into a pseudo-Boolean formula, Morgado et al.
(2006) recently proposed a counter, which on this problem
found 1.1 × 106 solutions in half an hour. They further considered a solution count preserving translation to a Boolean
formula, originally due to Bailleux, Boufkhad, & Roussel
(2006), on which the exact SAT model counter Relsat (Bayardo Jr. & Pehoushek 2000) found 1.4 × 106 solutions in
half an hour. In contrast, our method using generalized XOR
constraints improves this lower bound to 4.5 × 1042 (with
99% correctness confidence) in under a minute.
We also experimented with Spatially Balanced Latin
Square problems. Here we are able to count solutions for
squares of order 17 (our method found 1058 solutions in 14
minutes, again with 99% correctness confidence). A SATbased approach to this problem, which involves pairwise
distance computations, is arguably infeasible because the
SAT encoding is too large; an integer programming based
approach also does not find any solutions at all. In fact,
even the CSP solver we considered did not find a single solution for this order of spatially balanced Latin squares on
the original formulation, but the problem became feasible
after adding XOR constraints. This shows that the XOR approach can even work as a domain-independent streamliner
for some problems.
These results highlight the effectiveness of our approach,
especially in structured domains naturally suited for constraint programming. The good performance of our filtering
algorithms based on Gaussian elimination and dynamic programming suggest that there is potential for incorporating
similar propagation techniques into SAT-based XOR counting approaches as well.

Preliminaries

Let x be a variable. The domain of x, denoted by D(x), is a
finite set of elements (also called domain values) that can be
assigned to x. A constraint C on a finite set of variables V =
{x1 , x2 , . . . , xn } is defined as a subset of the Cartesian product
of the domains of the variables in V , i.e. C ⊆ D(x1 ) × · · · ×
D(xn ). A solution to C is a variable assignment σ = {x1 =
d1 , x2 = d2 , . . . , xn = dn } with di ∈ D(xi ) for i = 1, . . . , n, such
that (d1 , d2 , . . . , dn ) ∈ c. We also say that a solution satisfies
C. A constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) P is defined as
the pair P = hV,Ci, where V is a finite set of variables and
C is a finite set of constraints defined on (subsets of) V . A
solution to a CSP is a variable assignment σ = {x = d | d ∈
D(x), x ∈ V }, such that all constraints in C are satisfied.
An XOR constraint C over binary variables V is the logical
“xor” or parity of a subset of V ∪ {1}; a variable assignment

σ satisfies C if it satisfies an odd number of elements in C.
The value 1 allows us to express even parity. For instance,
C = {x, y, z, 1} represents the XOR constraint x ⊕ y ⊕ z ⊕ 1,
which is TRUE when an even number of x, y, z are TRUE.
Note that it suffices to use only positive literals. E.g., ¬x ⊕
y ⊕ ¬z and ¬x ⊕ y are equivalent to C = {x, y, z} and C =
{x, y, 1}, respectively.
When V has non-binary variables, we define a generalized XOR constraint C over V with respect to the largest
domain size d in V as a pair (U, r), where U ⊆ V and r ∈
{0, 1, . . . , d − 1}, with the following semantics: a variable
assignment σ for V satisfies C iff ∑x∈U σ (x) = r (mod d).
In words, the sum of the values of the variables in U (the
“left hand side”) must equal r (the “right hand side”), modulo d. For instance, for d = 5, C = ({x, y, z} , r) represents
the generalized XOR constraint x +y+z = r (mod 5). A key
property of such constraints that we will be using is that if r
is chosen uniformly at random from {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}, any
variable assignment σ satisfies the generalized XOR constraint with probability 1/d.
We will use probabilistic arguments to compute the correctness confidence for our approach. We will be interested
in the random variables that are the sum of indicator random variables: Y = ∑σ Yσ . Linearity of expectation says
that E[Y ] = ∑σ E[Yσ ]. When various Yσ are pairwise independent, i.e., knowing Yσ2 tells us nothing about Yσ1 , even
variance behaves linearly: Var[Y ] = ∑σ Var[Yσ ].

Counting Using Binary XORs

Our first counting approach uses XOR constraints based on
a binary representation of the CSP. In this approach, we exploit a natural correspondence between CSP variable-value
pairs and binary variables. For each variable xi and value
v j ∈ D(xi ) in a CSP P, we create a new binary variable
yi, j which is 1 iff xi = v j . In other words, we add to P
the constraints: yi, j = (xi == v j ) to obtain a new problem
P 0 .1 This does not change the semantics of the CSP. In
particular, P and P 0 have the same number of solutions.
However, we are now ready to use the counting framework
of Gomes, Sabharwal, & Selman (2006) essentially without
any changes, as discussed next.
Let m be the number of new binary variables we have created. The counting approach will be characterized by three
parameters that we fix in advance: t ≥ 1 is the number of iterations, s ≥ 1 is the number of XOR constraints to add, and
α > 0 is a slack factor. We will discuss later how to choose
s,t, and α based on the desired correctness confidence and
bound quality. The counting procedure is to do the following
t times:
1. Add to P 0 s randomly chosen XOR constraints on the m
binary variables. Call this new problem P 00 .
2. Test whether P 00 is satisfiable.
If all t of the problems P 00 turn out to be satisfiable, report
2s−α as a lower bound on the solution count of P.2
1 In the actual implementation, we create y
i, j and add its constraint only if it appears in one of the XOR constraints added later.
2 When sufficiently long XOR s are used, the method can be gen-

The probabilistic correctness guarantee associated with
this algorithm, as given by the following theorem, is a direct consequence of the original XOR framework for SAT
problems. We note that this guarantee holds no matter how
long or short the XORs are. In practice, we choose XORs of
length around 10.
Theorem 1 (Binary Approach). When all t problems P 00
are satisfiable, the lower bound of 2s−α on the solution count
of P is correct with probability at least 1 − 2−α t .
This shows that the probability of error goes down exponentially as the number of trials, t, or the slack factor, α ,
increase, making the algorithm quite robust for providing
lower bounds on the model count. For instance, to achieve
99% correctness confidence, it is sufficient to have α t = 7.
Accordingly, our experiments typically used (α ,t) = (1, 7).
The value s of the number of XORs to add is chosen in practice based on a relatively fast binary search to see how far up
can s be pushed while still having P 00 be satisfiable. (As s
grows, P 00 starts to be unsatisfiable more and more often.)
We note that when the XOR constraints are chosen to be
long enough, this framework also provides an upper bound
on the solution count. This result capitalizes on the fact that
if P has m binary variables yi, j , randomly chosen XORs
of average length m/2 over these variables act pairwiseindependently on various assignments to these variables. We
refer to Gomes, Sabharwal, & Selman (2006) for details.
Theorem 2 (Binary Approach, Upper Bound). Let P
have m binary variables yi, j as above. When random XOR
constraints are chosen to be of average length m/2 and
all t problems P 00 are unsatisfiable, the upper bound of
2s+α on the solution count of P is correct with probability ≥ 1 − 2−α t .

Individual vs. Global Filtering

The framework of constraint programming offers various algorithmic possibilities for dealing with the new XOR constraints that we have added. We next consider two approaches for filtering the domains of the binary variables
based on these constraints. The first approach – individual
filtering – treats each XOR constraint individually, while the
second – global filtering – treats them all together as a set of
linear equations in the field of two elements.
Individual filtering for XOR constraints is straightforward:
a domain value can be filtered for an XOR constraint C iff exactly one variable xi in C is not yet bound to a value. In this
case, xi must equal the XOR or parity of the right hand side
of C and the values of the other (bound) variables in C. To
increase efficiency, we borrow the now-standard watched literals technique from SAT solvers. Namely, we maintain a
watch on two free variables of C. We process C only when
one of its watched variables is fixed to a value, in which
case we attempt to find a new free variable to watch, failing
which we fix the remaining watched variable to an appropriate value so as to satisfy C.
Global filtering for XOR constraints is based on the process of Gaussian elimination. Each XOR constraint can be
eralized to the case where some runs are satisfiable and some are
unsatisfiable (Gomes, Sabharwal, & Selman 2006).

viewed as a linear equality over the field F2 of two elements,
0 and 1. In this case, Gaussian elimination can be performed
very efficiently, because no division is necessary (all coefficients are 1), and subtraction and addition are equivalent operations. For a system of k XOR constraints on n variables,
we need to perform O(k2 ) row operations for the diagonalization, while each row operation takes O(m) time where m
is the number of elements in the row (we use a set representation with the union-find data structure). Hence, the total
time complexity is O(k2 m), with m ≤ n. During the diagonalization, we check whether a row becomes empty, and
whether it contains only one free variable. In the first case,
we report that the system of XOR constraints is not satisfiable. In the latter case, we assign the right hand side value
to the one free variable (here we actually filter the domain),
update the matrix, and remove the inactive row.
When we perform filtering based on Gaussian elimination, we achieve complete filtering on the system of XOR
constraints. To prove this, we show that after applying the
algorithm, each remaining domain value belongs to a solution to the system, or we detect that no solution exists. First,
infeasibility of the system is detected trivially by the algorithm when a row becomes empty. If the system is feasible,
we argue that for every free variable x, both x = 0 and x = 1
can be extended to some solution. Observe that after applying the algorithm, each active row in the system contains at
least two free variables, out of which one is part of a diagonal submatrix of the system. Choose any free variable x
and assign it any value in {0, 1}. It is easy to check that
if x is not part of the diagonal submatrix of the system, we
can still match all right hand sides by choosing appropriate
values for the variables in the diagonal submatrix. When x
is an element of the diagonal submatrix, the row to which x
belongs can be satisfied by the other free variable(s) in that
row, while the remaining rows still have their own diagonal
submatrix variables free to help match the right hand side.

Counting Using Generalized XORs

We now describe an extension of the XOR counting framework that applies more naturally to CSP variables. Instead
of creating binary variables representing CSP variable-value
pairs, we use generalized XORs directly on the CSP variables. Interestingly, this gives correctness guarantees for
lower bounds similar to the binary approach.
Let P = hV,Ci be a CSP, and let d be the maximum of
the domain sizes of variables in V . This counting approach
will also be characterized by three parameters that we fix
in advance: t ≥ 1 is the number of iterations, s ≥ 1 is the
number of generalized XOR constraints to add, and α > 0 is
a slack factor. The counting procedure is to do the following
t times:
1. Add to P s randomly chosen generalized mod-d XOR
constraints on the variables V . Call this new problem P 0 .
2. Test whether P 0 is satisfiable.
If all t of the problems P 0 turn out to be satisfiable, report
d s−α as a lower bound on the solution count of P.3
3 As

before, this method can be generalized to the case when

The probabilistic correctness guarantee associated with
this algorithm is given by the following theorem. We again
note that this guarantee holds no matter how long or short
the generalized XORs are. In practice, we choose generalized XORs of length around 6.
Theorem 3 (Generalized Approach). When all t problems
P 0 are satisfiable, the lower bound of d s−α on the solution
count of P is correct with probability at least 1 − d −α t .
Proof. Let d s be the true solution count of P (s∗ > 0 is a
real number). Assume for contradiction sake that we report
∗
an incorrect lower bound for P, i.e., d s−α > d s , or, equivalently, s∗ − s < −α . We will show that for such a choice
of s and α , the probability of encountering all t P 0 problems to be satisfiable is at most d −α t , proving the desired
correctness confidence result.
Let S be the set of solutions of P. For each σ ∈ S, let
Yσ = σ (P 0 ) be a 0-1 random variable indicating whether
σ is a solution of P 0 or not. Since σ already satisfies P,
the expected value of Yσ is the probability that σ satisfies all
of the s generalized XOR constraints in P 0 . Note that for
each generalized XOR constraint, σ induces a fixed value
in {0, 1, . . . , d − 1} for the left hand side of the constraint.
Since the right hand side of each generalized XOR constraint
is chosen uniformly and independently at random from the
set {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}, the probability that σ satisfies all of
them is d −s , implying E[Yσ ] = d −s .
Let Y = ∑σ Yσ . The random variable Y equals the number of solutions of P 0 , and we have E[Y ] = E[∑σ Yσ ] =
∗
∑σ E[Yσ ] = ∑σ d −s = d s −s . Using Markov’s inequality, it
follows that
∗

Pr[P 0 is satisfiable] = Pr[num solutions(P 0 ) ≥ 1]
= Pr[Y ≥ 1] ≤ E[Y ]/1
by Markov’s ineq.
=

ds

∗ −s

≤ d −α

by assumption.

It follows by the probabilistic independence of the t runs that
if we were reporting an incorrect lower bound, the probability of encountering all t problems P 00 to be satisfiable would
be less than (d −α )t = d −α t . This gives the desired bound on
the error probability.
Note that Theorems 1, 2, and 3 provide correctness guarantees for every problem instance over several runs of our
(randomized) algorithms on that instance. This is in contrast
with other conceivable guarantees, such as the algorithms
succeeding on most instances but always failing on some.
This theoretical result, just like Theorem 1, may appear to
be somewhat counter-intuitive. E.g., in the extreme case,
one can imagine that the following happens: we add too
many random XORs (s  s∗ ) but the resulting problem P 0
still always turns out to be satisfiable. In this case, we will
incorrectly report a lower bound that is too high and, moreover, with the same high confidence, 1 − d −α t . The way to
understand this apparent inconsistency is that this worst-case
event, although technically feasible, is extremely unlikely
to happen as a random event, and this possibility is already
some runs are satisfiable and some are not.

taken into account in the correctness confidence. In fact, the
analysis used in the proof of the theorem bounds the likelihood of this and all other “bad” events with the exponentially small number 2−α t , which determines our confidence.
Finally, we remark that it is not clear whether randomly
chosen generalized XOR constraints act pairwise independently on various variable assignments, which is a key ingredient needed for a guaranteed upper bound using large
enough XORs (an analog of Theorem 2). Our experimental
results will focus on relatively short generalized XORs and
will provide guaranteed lower bounds.

Filtering Generalized XORs

As for the XOR constraints on binary variables, there are two
approaches to filtering generalized XOR constraints: either
treat each constraint individually, or treat them all together.
Filtering an individual generalized XOR constraint can be
done using a technique previously introduced to filter knapsack constraints (Trick 2003). In this approach, we exploit
a dynamic-programming graph that represents all possible
combinations of variable assignments whose sum (modulo
d) equals the right-hand side of the XOR constraint. More
formally, for a generalized XOR constraint on the variables
x1 , x2 , . . . , xn with maximum domain size d and right hand
size r, we define a graph G with ‘coordinate’ vertex set
V = {(i, j) | i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n}, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d − 1}} and directed edge set E, defined as
{(i − 1, j), (i, k)} ∈ E if ( j + v) mod d = k, and v ∈ D(xi ),
for i = 1, . . . , n. In this graph, every directed path from vertex (0, 0) to (n, r) corresponds to a solution to the XOR constraint. In particular, if an edge {(i − 1, j), (i, k)} is on such
a path, the corresponding domain value ((k − j) mod d) ∈
D(xi ) is part of the corresponding solution. To filter the domains, we remove all edges not on such paths, together with
the corresponding domain values. This is done as follows.
First, we remove all edges that are not on any path originating from vertex (0, 0). Second, we reverse the edges and remove all edges that are not on any path originating from vertex (n, r). Both steps take linear time in the size of the graph.
After these two steps, all remaining edges are on a path representing a solution, or no such path exists. Then, for each
variable xi , we remove domain value v ∈ D(xi ) if there is no
edge {(i − 1, j), (i, k)} such that ( j +v) mod d = k in G. Doing so, all remaining domain values are guaranteed to be part
of a solution to the constraint. Hence we achieve complete
filtering in O(nd 2 ) time.4
We have also implemented an alternative filtering algorithm, that simply performs a brute force enumeration of
all possible value combinations of the variables. If a domain value is not supported by any solution, it is removed
from the corresponding domain. Although its running time
is O(d n ), it can be more efficient than the above algorithm
in case there are only a few (free) variables in the XOR constraint. In practice, we apply the brute-force algorithm when
there are at most three free variables in the XOR constraint.
4 The original algorithm for knapsack constraints runs in
pseudo-polynomial time, depending on the right hand side.

Furthermore, the effectiveness of the filtering algorithm is
application-dependent. We observed that in several cases
few or no domain values are removed when there are more
than 4 or 5 free variables left. Therefore we apply a threshold of free variables (typically 4 or 5) above which we do
not apply the filtering algorithm.
As an alternative to the individual filtering of the generalized XOR constraints, one may group them together and
reason upon them as a whole. A natural extension of the binary case is to apply Gaussian elimination here as well. Unfortunately, Gaussian elimination cannot be generalized in a
straightforward manner to a set of linear equations modulo
d for arbitrary d, because division may be ambiguous. We
can overcome this problem by defining d to be the smallest
prime power pa that is at least as large as the maximum domain size of the variables, and safely apply Gaussian elimination over the larger field F pa . However, the efficiency of
the implementation of prime power fields is likely to be an
issue and, more importantly, Gaussian elimination over F pa
will not achieve complete filtering of the domains. For these
practical reasons we have not implemented the corresponding filtering algorithm.

Experimental Results

We conducted experiments on a cluster of 3.8 GHz Intel
Xeon machines with 2 GB memory per node running Linux
2.6.9-22.ELsmp. The constraint programming solver used
to implement our filtering algorithms and evaluate the counting framework was ILOG Solver 6.3 (ILOG, SA 2006).
We also used ILOG Solver for exact solution counting
based on enumerating all solutions systematically, which
we believe is currently the best available generic solution
counting method for CSPs. We call this method pure CSP.
For integer programming domains, we compare with two of
the techniques recently proposed by Morgado et al. (2006)
based on a solution count preserving translation first to
pseudo-Boolean formulas and subsequently to SAT. These
comparisons are based on the results reported by these authors. Their first counting method is termed pb-counter.
For the second method, the problem is translated into a SAT
instance whose solutions are counted using Relsat (Bayardo Jr. & Pehoushek 2000). The solution count preserving translation used to obtain the SAT instances is due to
Bailleux, Boufkhad, & Roussel (2006). We refer to this
technique as Relsat+BBR.
In all our experiments with the binary CSP approach, α
was set to 7/t and t to 7, giving a correctness confidence of
1−2−7 ≈ 99% (cf. Theorem 1). For all experiments with the
generalized CSP approach with maximum domain size d, α
was set to (logd 100)/t and t to 7, again giving a correctness
confidence of 1 − d −logd 100 ≈ 99% (cf. Theorem 3).
First, we evaluate the performance of our different approaches: i) binary XOR constraints filtered individually, ii)
binary XOR constraints filtered globally, and iii) generalized
XOR constraints. For this evaluation we count the number
of solutions to the n-queens problem, for which the exact number of solutions is known up to order n = 25.5 We
5 See

http://www.research.att.com/˜njas/sequences/A000170.

compare the approaches with each other, and with a counter
based on pure enumeration using the CSP solver, with a one
hour time limit. For each method, we report the number of
solutions found and the corresponding running time in Table 1. For the XOR approach, the running time is the sum of
all seven runs.
Not surprisingly, the count obtained by the pure CSP approach is limited by the number of search nodes it can traverse in one hour, yielding a count of roughly 106 solutions
in all cases. In contrast, our XOR-based techniques can count
up to roughly 1015 solutions within a few minutes for order
30 (note that the exact count for this problem is unknown).
The results further indicate that filtering the system of binary XOR constraints globally can be beneficial compared to
individual filtering for the same set of constraints. Overall,
however, for all problems in this domain, generalized XOR
constraints outperform the binary approach. The behavior
on n-queens depicts a general trend that we observed: the
generalized XORs approach often works quite well in practice, although there are cases where the binary approach,
with its finer granularity, outperforms generalized XORs.
We next compare our approach with the two techniques for integer programming domains mentioned earlier,
pb-solver and Relsat+BBR. We use a set of graph coloring problems from the DIMACS benchmark set considered by Morgado et al. (2006). The results are reported in
Table 2 (problems games120 to 2 Insertions 3).6 . For
these problems, we also report the number of solutions obtained with pure CSP in one hour. Quite surprisingly a pure
CSP approach can sometimes outperform pb-counter and
Relsat+BBR (for games-120), although it uses a longer
running time. Our generalized XOR approach performs very
well on these problems. In particular, for games120, we improve (with 99% correctness confidence) the previous lower
bound of 1.4 × 106 in 30 minutes to 4.5 × 1042 solutions in
under a minute.
Finally, we consider a new problem domain which, to the
best of our knowledge, has not been counted before: spatially balanced Latin squares. A Latin square is an n by n
matrix in which each cell is assigned a number from 1 up
to n, such that each row and each column contains exactly
one of the numbers 1 up to n. A spatially balanced Latin
square has the additional requirement that for each pair of
numbers in {1, 2, . . . , n}, the sum of their distance in each
row is equal to a given constant. The largest order known
for which such squares exist is 35, found by Smith, Gomes,
& Fernández (2005) using a streamlined local search approach. For SAT or integer programming based methods,
solving these problems is out of reach even for very small
orders. Using CSP, squares have been found up to order
14 and 18 (Gomes & Sellmann 2004). Here we count spatially balanced Latin squares for order 14, 15, and 17, using
generalized XOR constraints. In fact, we count streamlined
6 We

have scaled down the running times of pb-solver and
Relsat+BBR by a factor of 2 since they were reportedly run on a
1.9 GHz machine. We also note that the counter LattE (De Loera
et al. 2004) for integer programs is reportedly not able to count any
of these instances.

pure CSP

order

true count

count

15
20
25
30

2.3 × 106
3.9 × 1010
2.2 × 1015

2.3 × 106
≥ 3.5 × 106
≥ 2.2 × 106
≥ 4.1 × 106

time

10 min
1 hr
1 hr
1 hr

binary XORs
(individual)
count
time

binary XORs
(global)
count
time

generalized XORs
(individual)
count
time

≥ 6.6 × 104
≥ 1.1 × 106
≥ 3.4 × 107
≥ 5.4 × 108

≥ 2.6 × 105
≥ 2.1 × 106
≥ 3.4 × 107
≥ 5.4 × 108

≥ 3.9 × 105
≥ 6.6 × 108
≥ 2.0 × 1012
≥ 9.2 × 1015

41 s
24 s
125 s
155 s

66 s
17 s
101 s
155 s

3s
13 s
60 s
196 s

Table 1: Computational results on n-Queens problems, comparing our different approaches (99% correctness confidence).
pb-counter
games120
myciel5
mug100 1
2 Insertions 3

≥ 1.1 × 106

≥ 1.1 × 107
≥ 2.4 × 107
≥ 9.0 × 106

30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min

Relsat+BBR
≥ 1.4 × 106

≥ 3.6 × 1011
≥ 2.7 × 1023
≥ 4.6 × 108

sbls14
sbls15
sbls17

30 min
30 min
30 min
30 min

pure CSP

CSP+XORs

1 hr
≥ 9.5 × 108 1 hr
≥ 7.2 × 108 1 hr
≥ 1.2 × 109 1 hr
pure CSP

≥ 4.5 × 1042
1 min
≥ 4.1 × 1017 12 min
≥ 1.0 × 1028
1 min
≥ 2.3 × 1012
1 min
CSP+XORs

≥ 273
≥ 112
—

≥ 591
≥ 1, 748
≥ 1, 058

≥ 4.3 × 108

1 hr
1 hr
1 hr

5 min
8 min
14 min

Table 2: Computational results on graph coloring problems and spatially balanced Latin square problems. The results for the
XOR approach are with 99% correctness confidence.
spatially balanced Latin squares, by using the streamlined
model of Smith, Gomes, & Fernández (2005). The results
are reported in Table 2 (sbls 14–17), in which we also
report the solution count of pure CSP. We see, for example,
that the pure CSP solver counts 112 solutions in one hour for
sbls15, while our generalized XOR approach counts 1748
solutions in 8 minutes (again, with 99% correctness confidence). Moreover, sbls17 cannot be solved at all by the
pure CSP solver in one hour, while we count 1058 solutions
in 14 minutes. This reconfirms an interesting phenomenon
observed earlier by Gomes, Sabharwal, & Selman (2006):
for computationally challenging problems, randomly generated XOR constraints can sometimes prove to be effective
domain-independent streamliners.

Conclusion

We introduced a new generic solution counting technique
for constraint satisfaction problems. This approach builds
upon a method recently proposed for Boolean satisfiability
problems, and combines it with the structured representation of CSPs to quickly provide lower bounds on solution
counts with strong correctness guarantees. We considered
both “regular” XOR constraints on an equivalent binary representation of CSPs as well as generalized XOR constraints
directly on the CSP variables. For both cases, we developed efficient complete domain filtering algorithms. Our experimental evaluation on a set of challenging combinatorial
problems demonstrates the effectiveness of this approach.
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